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What is
Valohai?

Valohai is the MLOps platform purpose-built for ML Pioneers, giving them
everything they've been missing in one platform that just makes sense.
Empowering them to build faster and deliver stronger products to the world.

features

Knowledge Repository
Knowledge risk

Developer productivity

Valohai allows teams to improve continuously by
automatically storing all experiments, metrics, and
models in a shared repository.

Smart Orchestration
DevOps overhead

Cloud flexibility

Valohai enables data scientists to launch thousands of
experiments on cloud or on-premise environments
without DevOps support.

ML Pioneers Trust Valohai

Developer Core
Tech limitations

Ease of integration

Valohai’s developer-first approach ensures the freedom
to use any languages and libraries. Integrating with any
existing tools is a breeze.

Valohai is committed to delivering industry-leading
UX and support. We are a High Performer in the
MLOps category on G2.com.

Why 
Valohai?

Being an ML Pioneer is hard enough. Without proper tooling, it’s just about
impossible. Valohai brings a unified workflow for ML development and operations
that ensures scalability, reduces risk and increases productivity.

Outcomes

All Pioneers are Different.

All Pioneers are Alike.
With the Valohai platform, Preligens reduced model
development time by 80%, allowing them to ship more
strategic capabilities to their customers.


Sharper Shape cited shortening the time to launch
experiments at scale to just minutes, allowing them to
test ideas quickly.


Syngenta emphasized the ability to launch 2,000
experiments instead of 100 to reach the correct
conclusions and ship models that will truly make an
impact. 


Lifebit shortened their model deployment time from
three weeks to a day while removing all the previously
required engineering support.

Building a barebones
infrastructure layer for our use
case would have taken months,
and that would just have been the
beginning. The challenge is that
with a self-managed platform, you
need to build and maintain every
new feature, while with Valohai,
they come included.

Renaud Allioux 
Co-Founder & CTO

To learn more, book a demo.
valohai.com/book-a-demo

hello@valohai.com

